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Instructions 
- Control all menus with the mouse. Everything that can be clicked will change colour when 

the mouse is over it 

- Game Objective: kill all enemies then get to the exit 

- Press "Escape" from anywhere to return to main menu 

- Press "Escape" from main menu to exit game 

- Key Bindings Menu: 

o Click an event, then press a key. This will store that key as that event’s binding. 

o Click "Save Bindings" to save the bindings 

o Clicking "Main Menu" will NOT save the bindings 

o There is a "Restore Defaults" button in case anything goes wrong 

o Default Bindings: 

▪ Move Up: "Up Arrow" 

▪ Move Down: "Down Arrow" 

▪ Move Left: "Left Arrow" 

▪ Move Right: "Right Arrow" 

▪ Attack: "Space" 

- In game, use the set bindings to move character and attack 

- Special Move: "Down" -> "Left/Right" -> "Attack" in quick succession 

o Same motion as Street Fighter’s Fireball 

Figure 1: Main Menu 
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Part 1 
Load appropriate assets using a resource management strategy 
Each level has its own content manager that is disposed of before another level or screen is shown. 
Everything present in a level uses that content manager. The content manager is created on line 58, 
and disposed of on line 77 in “/LevelManagement/Level.cs”. All assets are stored in a “resources” 
folder with intuitive folder names.  
 
 

Control of game character using keyboard. Event-driven architecture to separate 
hardware from code 
There is a KeyBindings class that gets loaded with data from an XML file. They can be changed within 
the game in the Key Bindings menu accessed from the main menu. 

These bindings are then loaded into a CommandManager/InputListener, which then fires 
corresponding events when a button is pressed. 
 
CommandManager is an interface for other classes to use InputListener, which is more low level as it 
looks directly at the keyboard states. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 2: Key bindings menu 
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Collision detection or alternative hit detection 
Collision detection is used in 2 different areas, both in the game and the menus. 
 
In menus, mouse clicks create a 1 by 1 rectangle at the mouse position and uses the XNA 
Rectangle.Intersects() method to check for collisions with menu buttons, which have a Rectangle for 
their hitbox defined in “/Menus/Support Classes/Button.cs”. 
 
A similar method is used in the game. All game objects that may collide have hit boxes defined as 
XNA Rectangles. These are stored in corresponding Lists that get checked in the 
Level.CheckCollisions() method. There is a list for all “collidables”: spikes, health, speed up, speed 
down, coin, and exit. 
 
There are also 2 hitboxes per Character, one for their feet and the other for the entire model. The 
feet hitbox is used for exit, powerup and spike collisions instead of the hitbox for the whole model. 
Walking upwards to a spike that collides on the player head doesn’t really make sense. The model 
hitbox is only used for damage detection. If an attack from any Character hits the model, they take 
damage. This applies to both enemies and the player. 
 
For attacks to be registered, they need their own hitbox too. So whenever a Character attacks, a 
hitbox is created at the attack location until the attack is over. This is done in the AttackState of the 
finite state machine. 
 
I rendered the Character hitboxes into the level for testing purposes shown below. The code is 
commented out in “/SpriteManagement/Character.cs” starting on line 197. 

 

Figure 3: Hitboxes shown in transparent black 
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Moving and animated game elements (frame independent) 
Moving is frame independent, shown in “/SpriteManagement/Character.cs” on line 251. The 
movement vector is multiplied by ElapsedGameTime before being applied to the position. 
 
Everything is animated in the game, thanks to an animation class. Animations for each character is 
stored in a list, and the active animation is determined by the finite state machine. The animation 
class loads in a sprite sheet and takes parameters from an XML file to create all the animations. 
Character.CreateAnimations() on line 66 creates all the relevant animations and puts them into an 
array for future use. 
 

Animations are also applied to the various powerups and tiles, as well as the fireball. They are much 
simpler and don’t require an external XML file to import. 
 

The animations are also frame independent, shown in “/SpriteManagement/Support 
Classes/Animation.cs” on line 56. The next frame is displayed when a certain amount of time has 
passed instead of the number of frames that has passed. 
  

Figure 4: Player sprite sheet 

Figure 5: Health sprite sheet 
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Part 2 
Configurable game world (data-driven) 
Levels are loaded from text files, which contains specific characters that represent individual Tiles in 
the level. These characters are parsed, and a 2D array of Tiles is created and stored in the level class. 
This array is used to draw the level every frame. 

Character Tile 

. Safe 

x Spike 

h Health 

c Coin 

u Speed up 

d Speed down 

s Player start 

1 Enemy 1 

2 Enemy 2 

e Exit 

Each level also has a corresponding background image with the same name. For example, 0.txt will 
have 0.png as the background image. 

 
As well as the animation data, character sprite XML files also contain the data for that specific 
character. This includes the damage dealt per hit, max health, and initial movement speed. 
  

Figure 6: Level 2 in text file 
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Collision detection/response (separation and removal of objects) 
I did not end up using a collision manager, but instead implemented something similar within the 
level and character classes. Rectangles for all types of collisions are stored in their own lists, and they 
are compared in the level class CheckCollisions(). This uses for loops to compare everything that may 
collide. 
 
If a collision occurs, the corresponding function is called. For example, when a player collides with a 
coin, player.CoinCollide() is called. 
 
If that collision is of the player with any power-up, that power-up’s hitbox rectangle is removed from 
its list, and the corresponding tile is changed to “good” in the level array of Tiles. 
 
 

Scoring system demonstrating use of event listeners 
Event listeners weren’t used for this. The player class contains counters for coins and enemies killed, 
which are the two things that increase the score. When a level is complete, the remaining health is 
also added to the score. 20 points per enemy killed, and 5 points per coin collected. 
 
 

High-score table demonstrating use of serialisation 
The static HighScore class found in “/DataManagement/HighScores.cs”, manages everything to do 
with high scores. For each entry, both the score and name are stored. Everything is represented in a 
List of KeyValuePair<string, int>. This provides me with an easy way to sort the list, in order to only 
save the top 10 scores. 
 
        public static void addScore(KeyValuePair<string, int> entry) 
        {  
            if (highScores == null) 
                ReadHighScoresXML(); 
 
            highScores.Add(entry); 
            //sort according to score 
            highScores.Sort((x, y) => y.Value.CompareTo(x.Value));  
 
            //keep size of highScores to 10 
            while (highScores.Count > 10) 
                highScores.RemoveAt(highScores.Count - 1); 
 
            SaveHighScoresXML(); //save to file 
        } 

 
The high score table is accessible from the main menu, and is also shown after submitting a score 
when the game ends. 
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Part 3 
Start/End screens with FSM and state pattern (score/restart) 
I didn’t use a FSM for this. The screens are manged with an enumerated type containing all the 
possible screen states, and a variable that stores the current state. Using a switch/case statement, 
the appropriate Update() and Draw() are called depending on the current state. The various buttons 
on all the menus change this current state variable. 
 
 

Power-ups (with event-listeners and base-class use) 
Both event listeners and a base class aren’t used for the powerups. The power-ups are present in the 
form of a hitbox and its corresponding animation. When the hitbox is triggered, the corresponding 
function is called. Heart restores some health, arrows up speeds player up, arrows down slows 
player down, and coin adds 5 to score. 
 

NPC Opponent (FSM Controlled)  
Both the Enemy class and Player class inherit from the Character class, and thus use the same FSM. 
The FSM mainly controls the current animation being played when the state is entered and also 
creates the hitboxes for the characters. 
 
For enemies, it detects if the player is “near” and will then move towards the player. It also detects if 
the player is within attack range, and will start attacking. 
 
IdleState.cs 

 public override void Execute(object owner, GameTime gameTime) 
        { 
            if (owner is Enemy) 
            { 
                //check distance from player 
                Enemy e = owner as Enemy; 
                Vector2 vecToPlayer = e.level.Player.position - e.position; 
                if (vecToPlayer.Length() < 400) 
                { 
                    e.playerDetected = true; 
                    e.currentState = Character.States.move; 
                } 
            } 
        } 

 
 
 
 
MoveState.cs 

Figure 7: Power-ups 
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    public override void Execute(object owner, GameTime gameTime) 
    { 
        Character c = owner as Character; 
        c.floorHitbox = new Rectangle((int)c.position.X - (2 * c.width / 3), 
(int)c.position.Y - (5 * c.height / 8), c.width / 3, c.height / 8); 
        c.modelHitbox = new Rectangle((int)c.position.X - (2 * c.width / 3), 
(int)c.position.Y - (5 * c.height / 4), c.width / 3, 3 * c.height / 4); 
        c.damageBoxes.Clear(); 
 
        if (owner is Enemy) 
        { 
            Enemy e = owner as Enemy; 
            Vector2 vecToPlayer = e.level.Player.position - c.position; 
            float distance = vecToPlayer.Length(); 
 
            if (e.playerDetected) 
            { 
                //move towards player 
                vecToPlayer.Normalize(); 
                e.Move(vecToPlayer * e.moveSpeed, gameTime); 
            } 
 

     //only attack if close to player and player not dead 
            if (distance < 50 && c.level.Player.currentState != Character.States.dead)  
            { 
                e.currentState = Character.States.attack; 
                e.attacking = true; 
            } 
        } 
    } 
 

 

Figure 8: Enemy FSM 
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Overall game-play and level challenges (e.g. time/lives) 
The aim is to kill all enemies and reach the end while maintaining as much health as possible. 
Characters die when their health reaches 0, this is shown with a health bar above each character, 
created and drawn in a separate HealthBar class “/SpriteManagement/Support 
Classes/HealthBar.cs”. 
 
Spikes damage the player, health restores some health, and speed up and down makes it easier and 
harder to move around respectively. These add some challenge to the level, and gives more options 
in terms of level design. 
 
A level can be of any size, the camera moves if the level is larger than screen size. I have designed 3 
levels of increasing difficulty, to show what can be accomplished with the components provided. 
 

- Level 1 is a tutorial. The player is forced to go through everything at least once, teaching 

them what the different things on screen do. 

- Level 2 expands on this, showing players what levels would normally look like 

- Level 3 is designed so that players will probably fail to beat it the first few attempts until 

they learn the layout. There are some traps that they may fall for, a single mistake may 

result in failure. Trying to get the highest possible score is also quite difficult, there are 

things hidden around and not one obvious route. 

 

 

Figure 9: Level 1 
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Figure 10: Level 2 

Figure 11: Level 3 
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Part 4 – Networking 
 
This game can easily be converted into a networked multiplayer game, both for cooperative and 

versus play. Levels and competitive maps would have to be designed for these game modes. I 

believe a client-server approach would be the best for this. 

Levels are currently stored as plain text, as well as textures and their corresponding XML data files. 

Players can easily change these for a huge advantage especially in versus modes, ruining the 

experience for the other players. Because of this, everything will need to be checked with a 

checksum stored on the server to make sure everyone is playing fair. The server will also match 

players with each other, so there will be no need to enter IP addresses like some older networked 

games.  

Game logic will be processed on both the server and clients for different purposes. The clients will 

handle all the environment events, so even if they disconnect shortly they won’t be able to walk off 

the map. The server will handle everything else. Hits won’t register until the server processes it and 

sends the data back to the clients. The players will experience higher latency than in local game play, 

but it will provide fairness towards all players, which is necessary for a competitive mode. 

Using this hybrid method also helps prevent hacking attempts. All combat is handled on the server, 

so health values can’t be changed locally in memory. While the local client may see the health 

change, the server doesn’t and thus wouldn’t affect overall gameplay for anyone. 

There isn’t much data that needs to be transferred between the server and clients: only the state of 

all other player. This will provide a smoother experience for players with a low bandwidth 

connection. 
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If a disconnect occurs, the player’s state will be changed to idle. This is because movement is very 

important for this game. Because player movement is performed locally, they may have moved 

while disconnected, and so the server and local positions are different. The server will then proceed 

to interpolate its position until it matches the local position. This interpolation is also applied to the 

other players. From the perspective of all players, nothing much will have changed if the disconnect 

wasn’t long. However, if the disconnect is more than a second, the game will most likely function in 

an unusual way. In this case, the reconnected client will download everything from the server to 

refresh its local view. 

The network architecture described was inspired by the game “Overwatch” by Blizzard 

Entertainment. This fast-paced first person shooter is quite playable even at over 150ms of latency 

unlike many other games. This might not be what happens behind the scenes in the game, but I aim 

to replicate it. 

A UDP connection should be used instead of TCP to reduce latency as much as possible. The order of 

events that occur don’t matter and any lost data can be interpolated. 

488 words 
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Further Improvements 
There are some things I wanted to add at some point, but the timings weren’t right and I didn’t end 
up implementing them. 
 
I wanted to add a level creator, similar to the one in Mario Maker by Nintendo. To achieve this, some 
sort of level selection system was needed too. Maybe an external program or a web interface, but 
that would require some way for users to transfer levels into the game. So some sort of server 
where users can share levels? Or a way to encode an entire level to a short string so the user can 
copy it into the game itself. 
 
As well as getting the infrastructure down for a level creator, I thought of other tiles or abilities that 
could make the game more interesting. 

- Tiles 

o Wall: A physical wall that neither the player or enemy can go through 

o Pit: A “hole” in the ground that instantly kills both players and enemies 

o Switch: To activate some sort of mechanism. Deactivate traps, or open doors 

o Items to improve the attack of the player. New weapon? 

o Teleport pads: color coded or not, teleports any character that it comes into contact 

with to a predetermined location 

- Special abilities 

o Players can have some sort of mobility special move, so players with higher skill can 

navigate the levels faster and take less damage from standing on spikes 

o Enemies should be able to use special moves too, like the player shooting a fireball 
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Sources 
Images 

- Fireball -  modified to make background transparent 

o http://keywordsuggest.org/gallery/55710.html 

- All other images are done by my artist friend: Kenic Yu. There is a button on the bottom left of the 

main menu to go to his site 

o http://www.behance.com/kenicyu 

Code 
- Camera2D class – added methods to move camera by vector and to clamp position to level 

dimensions. Removed unused methods. “/LevelManagement/Support Classes/Camera2D.cs” 

o http://www.dreamincode.net/forums/topic/237979-2d-camera-in-xna/ 

- Saving list of KeyValuePairs to an XML file – default serialization doesn’t work. 

“/DataManagement/HighScores.cs” Line 41 

o http://www.dotnetcurry.com/ShowArticle.aspx?ID=428 

Sounds 
- Music - Street Fighter 2 Ken's Theme 

o http://snesmusic.org/v2/profile.php?profile=set&selected=2535 

- Menu select - Street Fighter 2 

o http://soundfxcenter.com/download-sound/street-fighter-choose-sound-effect/ 

- Coin - Super Mario World 

o http://soundfxcenter.com/download-sound/smw-coin-sound-effect/ 

- Hadouken - Street Fighter 2 

o http://soundfxcenter.com/download-sound/street-fighter-hadouken-sound-effect/ 

- Player taking damage - Super Mario 64 

o http://soundfxcenter.com/download-sound/sm64-mario-ungh-sound-effect/ 

- Enemy taking damage - Street Fighter 2 

o http://soundfxcenter.com/download-sound/street-fighter-big-punch-sound-effect/ 

- Health - The Legend of Zelda 

o http://soundfxcenter.com/download-sound/the-legend-of-zelda-get-heart-sound-effect/ 

- Level complete - The Legend of Zelda 

o http://soundfxcenter.com/download-sound/the-legend-of-zelda-fanfare-sound-effect/ 

- Player die - Super Mario Bros 

o http://soundfxcenter.com/download-sound/super-mario-bros-die-sound-effect/ 

- Enemy die - The Legend of Zelda 

o http://soundfxcenter.com/download-sound/the-legend-of--zelda-kill-sound-effect/ 

- Attack - The Legend of Zelda 

o http://soundfxcenter.com/download-sound/the-legend-of-zelda-sword-sound-effect/ 

- Speed up / Speed down – Generated in Audacity 

o http://www.audacityteam.org/ 

http://keywordsuggest.org/gallery/55710.html
http://www.behance.com/kenicyu
http://www.dreamincode.net/forums/topic/237979-2d-camera-in-xna/
http://www.dotnetcurry.com/ShowArticle.aspx?ID=428
http://snesmusic.org/v2/profile.php?profile=set&selected=2535
http://soundfxcenter.com/download-sound/street-fighter-choose-sound-effect/
http://soundfxcenter.com/download-sound/smw-coin-sound-effect/
http://soundfxcenter.com/download-sound/street-fighter-hadouken-sound-effect/
http://soundfxcenter.com/download-sound/sm64-mario-ungh-sound-effect/
http://soundfxcenter.com/download-sound/street-fighter-big-punch-sound-effect/
http://soundfxcenter.com/download-sound/the-legend-of-zelda-get-heart-sound-effect/
http://soundfxcenter.com/download-sound/the-legend-of-zelda-fanfare-sound-effect/
http://soundfxcenter.com/download-sound/super-mario-bros-die-sound-effect/
http://soundfxcenter.com/download-sound/the-legend-of--zelda-kill-sound-effect/
http://soundfxcenter.com/download-sound/the-legend-of-zelda-sword-sound-effect/
http://www.audacityteam.org/

